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Foreword xv

FOREWORD

Compendium, as the author fondly refers to this publication, is a collection of real-life 
surgical case studies followed by Q and A to provide an easy-to-read format. Coupled 
with a concise writing style, this will undoubtedly ease reader understanding and 
increase recognition of highlighted crucial surgical knowledge, thus providing a solid 
conceptual knowledge framework for medical students and aspiring surgeons.

I could still vividly remember my surgical posting earlier in my career. It 
was both challenging and rewarding at the same time as most of the surgical patients 
presented with acute illnesses and yet make good recovery post-operatively. Their 
management frequently involved not only a sound understanding of basic sciences and 
surgical knowledge but also prompt decision making and risk reduction strategies to 
ensure the best outcome. Skills and knowledge I learnt then have continued to serve 
me well both in my clinical and administrative duties. I therefore have no doubts 
Compendium would serve to be a valuable learning tool in preparing current doctors 
for further surgical training.

It must be a challenge to juggle time writing an academic book while 
simultaneously carrying out duties as a busy surgeon in the second largest hospital 
in Sarawak. I laud the author not only for having the intensity and passion to publish 
Compendium but also to disseminate the teaching of surgical knowledge to his junior 
doctors and medical students.
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Compendium is the first of its kind and I hope it will educate our future 
generations of medical students and junior doctors in the field of surgery while 
encouraging them to take up this demanding and yet so rewarding field. I also wish 
that Compendium will inspire other local aspiring doctors-cum-authors to delve into 
the world of academic publication to further improve medical care in both local and 
international settings.

Jamilah binti Hashim
Director
Sarawak State Health Department 
Sarawak, Malaysia
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“Medicine is a science of uncertainty  
and an art of probability”

- Sir William Ostler

To compile a book while working as a companion surgeon with a busy schedule 
needs commitment, integrity and passion. As it has been rightly said, “What the eyes 
never see, the mind never know”, this compilation of common, day-to-day surgical 
cases has been well illustrated and appropriately explained for easy understanding by 
both medical students and junior doctors as well.

Being a working colleague with the author for over 2 years and knowing his 
passion for teaching medical students and medical officers alike as well as engaging 
in publishing articles and research work, he has crafted this precious publication 
with utmost understanding of the core issues of existing medical literatures, to 
present arguably the most systematic and comprehensive approach to the clinical 
evaluation and assessment of surgical cases.

In present day scenario, the need for eye-catching photos and illustrations 
are deemed a necessity to aptly describe common cases seen. Furthermore most of 
the photos have been obtained from our patients in clinics and operation rooms.

It is indeed not uncommon to have regional preponderance of certain 
diseases due to various factors like genetic predisposition, environmental influence 
and diet for example. These may not be well explained in Western literature due to 
paucity of said medical conditions.
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in daycare and laparoscopic surgery, Dr. Chea further acquired advanced 
laparoscopic surgery skills from World Laparoscopy Hospital, New Delhi. 
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the Compendium to facilitate learning and knowledge acquisition besides inculcating a love 
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a consultant general and laparoscopic surgeon practicing in Borneo Medical Center, Miri and 
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The understanding and management of surgical cases can represent a formidable challenge 
to medical students and junior doctors alike. The Compendium series was therefore written 
to assist in the comprehension, analysis, and decision making when faced with surgical 
cases, either during examinations or in the clinical setting.  Volume III of this informative 
series.

 
Contains 25 real life commonly encountered surgical cases in Sibu Hospital
Conveniently categorises cases under the headings of Urology, Vascular 
Surgery, Paediatric Surgery, Plastic Surgery, and Trauma Surgery for ease 
of search
Sets the cases up in a Q and A manner – readers will find this helpful during 
their examinations or when faced with real life surgical patients
Highlights the important basics and management nuances faced by junior 
doctors while managing surgical patients
Challenges the readers to further dissect each cases due to the inquisitive 
manner of case presentations
Is written in simple, concise prose to enhance reading fluency, 
understanding, and information retention – readers will find it easier to 
remember facts read from the Compendium
Contains high quality and informative pictures and diagrams to best 
illustrate the clinical setting and findings – readers will discover as though 
they are examining the patients depicted, interpreting the radiographs 
printed or even performing the surgeries illustrated!
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